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HrO ordering and superstrucfuresin armenite, BaCarAluSinOro'2HrO:
A single-crystalX-ray and TEM study
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ABSTRACT
Optical microscopy, transmission electron microscopy, and X-ray diffraction were used
to study armenite samplesfrom the Armen mine, Norway; from R6migny' Quebec,Canada; and from Wasenalp, Vallis, Switzerland. All armenite samples studied can be described as cyclic twins of orthorhombic domains leading to pseudohexagonalmorphology.
Electron and X-ray diffraction patterns indicate various types of orthorhombic superstructures. The crystal structures of samplesfrom R6migny and the Armen mine were refined
from single-crystalX-ray data in the spacegroup Pnna with a : 13.874(2), b : 18.660(2),
c : 10.697(l\ A, Z :4. The structurebelongsto the double-ringsilicatetype but deviates
from hexagonalsymmetry. This deviation occurs for two reasons:(l) HrO is ordered on
B' sites, which causesthe lattice to be primitive orthorhombic, and Ca is sevenfold coordinated by six O atoms of the tetrahedral framework and one H'O; (2) partial (Si'Al)
ordering reducesthe symmetry to orthorhombic. The Pnna slructtral model exhibits some
completely (Si,Al)-ordered tetrahedra and additional tetrahedral sites for which T-O distancesindicate an Si/Al ratio of 1.

INrnooucuoN
Neumann (1939) first recognizedarmenite as a new
mineral when he reanalyzed a sample from the Armen
mine in Norway. Neumann (1941) groupedarmenite as
a milarite-related, biaxial (orthorhombic?) silicate of optic negativecharacter,2V,: 69, and with the composiArmenite is pseudohextion of BaCarAluSirO3o.2H2O.
agonal and forms penetration twins of domains related
by an angleof 120"(Neumann,1941).Bakakinet al. (1975)
performed X-ray single-crystalstructure studies of double-ring silicatesincluding armenite from the Norwegian
locality. These authors were aware of the twinning but
refined an average structure of a pseudohexagonaltwin
in space grotp P6/mcc as known for other double-ring
silicates.Armenite has erroneouslybeen consideredto be
hexagonalsince that study. A secondoccurrencewas described from R6migny, Quebec,Canada,where armenite
forms veins together with albite, manganoan zoisite
("thulite"), and piedmontite(Pouliot et al., 1984).Mason
(1987)reportsthat the mineral calciocelsianfound in the
Ba-rich aplitic gneissesat Broken Hill is actually armenite. Armenite was also described by Semenenkoet al.
(1987),Zakand Obst (1989),Balassone
et al. (1989),and
Fortey et al. (1991). Recently, armenite was collected
(Senn,1990)as an alpinefissuremineral from the celsianbearing leucocratic gneissesof the Simplon area, Lepontine Alps in Switzerland(Frank, 1979).
0003-004x/92/ 0304-0422$02.00

In a previous study of milarite, a closely related double-ring silicate with the formula KNa,
"Car(Armbrusteret
(Ber-,A1")Si,rOro[nHrO],
it was suggested
al., 1989)that optical sectorsresemblinga trilling pattern
in (001) sectionsare causedby variable ordering of HrO.
Nonstoichiometric HrO increasesthe O coordination of
Ca from six to seven.
Armbruster (1988)relatesthe optical sectorsin armenite to (Si,Al) ordering. It may be assumedthat with respect to (Si,Al) ordering and the high Al/Si ratio, armenite is the double-ring analogue to cordierite,
(Mg,Fe)rAloSirO,r,
which hasa singlesix-memberedring.
Cordierite occursin two modifications,low cordierite and
high cordierite or indialite. The first is a completely(Si,Al)ordered orthorhombic modification (e.g.,Cohen et al.,
1977;Putnis et al., 1985),and the secondis a hexagonal
(Si,Al)-disordered modification (Meagher and Gibbs,
1977;Armbruster,1985).
Pouliot et al. (1984) andZak and Obst (1989)describe
biaxial and uniaxial armenite domains within one-crystal
'C
aggregate.Heat treatment of armenite fot 4 d at 950
(Pouliot et al., 1984)or 1000"C (Balassoneet al., 1989)
causesexpulsion of the HrO and leads to uniaxial optical
propertieswith decreasedrefractive indices.After heating,
the twinning pattern disappearsand the cell volume is
reduced.Theseexperimentsseemto indicate that the observed sectoring in natural armenite may be related to
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the presenceof HrO. The present study was performed
to analyze the influence of HrO and (Si,Al) ordering on
the structure ofarmenite and its optical properties.
ExpnnrlrnnrAr- METHoDS
Electron microscopy
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TleLe 1. Experimentaldetailsof data measurementand structure refinement of armenite from R6migny, Quebec,
Canada
Pnna
Space group
C;ll dim;nsions a : 13.874(21,b : 18.660(2),c : 10.697(1) A (from
Guinier photographs)
3e
Upperd limit
a 2.5
Scan type
4s00
No. of measuredreflections
3165
No. of unique reflections
1 5 10
No. of reflectionswith F* > 6o(F*)
applied
AbsorDtioncorrection
applied
Anomalous dispers. correction
115
No. of refined Darameters
5.1
R(%l
c.o
B.(%)

For transmission electron microscopy (TEM) studies,
crystal grains from R6migny, Quebec,Canada,and from
Wasenalp, Vallis, Switzerland, were used. The samples
were ground, suspendedin ethanol (99.9o/o),
and deposited on holey carbon films. The TEM investigationswere
performed with a Philips EM 400T operated at 100 kV.
A rotation-tilt specimenholder (360"and 160') was used
Note:R:>llF.*l - l4*llD lF...l,R-:(2u(lF*l - lF-"1)"1>
for diffraction studies and high resolution imaging. For wl F*"1")'P
the latter, care was taken to insure the critical alignment
and experimental conditions as describedby Buseckand
Iijima (1974).
SDP program system (Enraf Nonius, 1983).Starting values for the refinement were obtained by direct methods
X-ray diffraction
with the programSHELXS-86(Sheldrick,1986)and subPrecession(MoKa) and Weissenberg(FeKa) diffraction sequent difference-Fourier analyses.Reflections allowed
patterns of optically twinned aggregatesof armenite from for spacegroupPnna with -F.0.> 6o(F"o")and unit weights
Canada, Norway, and Switzerland were recorded in var- were used for refinement with the program SHELXT6
ious orientations. Guinier powder photographs (FeKa, (Sheldrick, 1976).Neutral-atom scatteringfactorsand real
radiation) of the Canadian armenite sample were taken as well as imaginary anomalous dispersion colTections
beforeand after heating72h at 1000'C.
were applied. Assignment of Si,Al scattering factors to
the tetrahedral positions (T) was done on the basis of
Single-crystal separation
T-O distancesobtained in test cycles.To avoid correlation
A rock sample of the Canadianarmenite was available, problems and to maintain a ratio of approximately l0:l
and an uncovered thin section (75 pm thick) of inter- between observationsand refined parameters,anisotropgrown twin aggregates
was preparedparallel to (001). Two ic displacementamplitudes were only refined for Ba, Ca,
optically homogeneousareas were selected and drilled and HrO. Final difference-Fouriermaps showed residual
out with the microdrilling device of Medenbach(1986). densitiesup to I electron/A3in the neighborhoodof(Si,Al)
Two disks with a diameter of 200 pm were obtained. sitesand -2 electrons/A'closeto Ba. The fairly low qualBecauseonly small twins of the Norwegian armenite were ity of the refinement is probably caused by the diffuse
available, one twin was crushed and the fragments were character of the superstructurereflections and the platy
optically testedfor homogeneitywith a polarizing micro- shapeof the crystal fragment, making the absorption corscopeequippedwith a spindle stage.An irregularly shaped rectron rmpreclse.
fragmentof 50 x 100 x 150 pm was selectedfor further
By analogy with other double-ring silicates(e.g.,Arminvestigations.
brusteret al., 1989)the following nomenclaturewasused.
T2 refersto ring-forming tetrahedraand Tl refersto ringSingle-crystal data measurementand structure
connectingtetrahedra.The secondnumbers (e.g.,Tll,
refinement
T2l) are arbitrarily chosen to label corresponding sites.
A Canadian crystal with fairly sharp superstructurere- Ol-type O atoms link six-memberedringsto double rings,
flections and the Norwegian crystal were used for data O2-type O atoms connect tetrahedra to form rings, and
measurementat room temperature using an Enraf Noni03 sites link the ring-connecting tetrahedra (Tl) to the
us CAD4 diffractometer with graphite monochromated double-ring units. Observed and calculatedstructure facMoKa X-radiation. Previous electron microprobe anal- tors are given in Table 2.'
yses showed no significant deviation from end-member
Rrsur-rs
stoichiometry for all samples.A 2.5" @ scan in combination with a 2.5-mm horizontal aperture were selected
Armenite samplesfrom R6migny and the Armen mine
to obtain reliable X-ray intensities,including streakedre- yielded very similar diffraction results, whereasthe Waflections. Table I gives additional details. Reflections in senalp sample behaved significantly differently.
one octant of reciprocal spacewere obtained up to d :
30" without assuming any absences.An empirical ab' To obtain a copy of Table 2, order Document AM-92-492
sorption correction was applied using the ry'scan tech- from
the BusinessOffice, MineralogicalSocietyof America, I130
nique. Data reduction, including background and Lo- Seventeenth Street NW, Suite 330, Washington, DC 20036,
rentz-polaization corrections, was performed with the U.S.A. Pleaseremit $5.00 in advancefor the microfiche.
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Fig. 1. (a) Electron diffraction pattern ofarmenite from R6migny, Quebec,Canada.The a*-c* (hexagonal-indexed)pattern shows
diffuse streaksalong c* with additional reflections ofthe type hol wlth I : 2n + I (marked by white arrow), which are forbidden
in space grotp P6/mcc. (b) High magnification TEM structure image of a crystal from R6migny, Quebec, Canada,with the same
orientation (hexagonal-indexed)as in a. Numerous dislocations perpendicular to the c axis were interpreted as faults probably
related to HrO defects.

causedby cyclic twinning of primitive orthorhombic dom a i n s w i t ha * l 8 . 7 , b x 7 0 . 7 , cI 1 3 . 9 A .
The single crystals (two from Canada and one from
All R6migny crystals studied by TEM gave equivalent
results. A hexagonal-indexeda*-c* electron diffraction Norway) separatedfrom twins showed slightly undulapattern (Fig. la) shows diffuse streaks along c* and re- tory extinction under the polarizing microscope.The opflections of the type hJl with I : 2n + I (forbidden in tic axial angle (at 589 nm) refined from spindle stageexspacegroup P6/mcc). The correspondingstructure image tinction data (Bloss,198l) varied between2V" : 59 and
(Fig. lb) exhibits numerous zipperlike dislocations par- 60'. Subsequenthk2 precessionphotographs confirmed
allel to (001),which were interpretedas faults causedby the primitive orthorhombic lattice for armenite (Fig. 2b).
HrO defects and probably related to the streaking along Reflections that violate a face-centeredlattice are more
c* in the electron diffraction patterns. An a,*-ar* diffrac- diffuse and slightly smearedout along a*. This streaking
tion pattern shows no deviation from hexagonal sym- varies from crystal to crystal. Systematicextinctions sugmetry. After focusing the electron beam for high-resolu- gestspacegroupPnna.Inthe Pnna standardsetting,the
tion imaging, superstructurereflections were not present unit-cell axesare transformedto a x 13.9,b x 18.7,c x
1 0 . 7A .
in subsequentelectron diffraction photographs.
In agreementwith the single-crystalresults, an X-ray
The hk} and hkl X-ray precessionphotographsofoptically twinned crystals are consistent with spacegroup powder pattern of the unheated sample from R6migny
P6/mcc or P62ccand give cell dimensions4 E 10.7A, c showedseveralsplit reflections(Z6k and Obst, 1989)and
= 13.9 A, but hk2 photographs (Fig. 2a) clearly show could only be indexed using an orthorhombic lattice. The
additional reflections inconsistent with the hexagonal orthorhombic cell dimensions refined (spacegroupPnna)
c : 10.697(l)
b : 18.660(2),
model. The X-ray pattern can be interpreted as being to the valuesa: 13.874(2),

Remigny and Armen mine samples
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Fig.2. (a) Strongly overexposedprecessionphotograph lhk2layer in pseudohexagonalsetting (c = 13.9 A;1 ofa cyclic twinned
crystal from R6migny, Quebec,Canada.Superstructurereflections(white arrow) of twinned domains show a primitive orthorhombic
lattice. (b) Precessionphotograph lhk2layer in pseudohexagonalsetting (c = 13.9A;1 of a separatedsinglecrystal from the Armen
mine, Norway, showing fairly sharp superstructurereflections.The photograph showsobvious deviation from hexagonalsymmetry.
ln Pnna setting the photograph representsa2hklayer.

A. ttre splitting was not presentafter heat treatment (72
h at 1000 oC), and the pattern could be indexed with a
hexagonal cell with parameters a -- 10.614(l), c :
14.020(5)A.
Structure refinements of crystals from Canada and
Norway yielded similar results, but becauseof the larger
size of the Canadian crystal more observablereflections
could be measured.Thus only the results for the Canadian armenite are presented.Fractional coordinates are
given in Table 3; interatomic distances and angles are
summarized in Table 4. Two structural featuresaccount
for the deviation from hexagonal symmetry: (l) The O
position of the HrO molecule is incompatible with hexagonal symmetry and increasescoordination of a CaOu
octahedron to sevenfold.(2) Out ofnine tetrahedral sites,
two (T2l andT26) have T-O distances(Table 4) characteristicof Si occupancywith d(Si-O) : 1.62 A and one
(Tl1) characteristicof Al occupancywith d(Al-O) : 1.74
A. ttre remaining six sitesdisplay T-O distances[d(Si,Al)O = 1.68Al characteristicof an Si/Al ratio of l/1. Figure

3 shows a projection of the double-ring structure along a
with HrO molecules (drawn as circles) lying above the
correspondingCaOuoctahedrawith d[Ca-O(H,O)]: 2.44
A. In caseswhere the HrO molecule is not shown, it is
below the CaOu octahedra. The HrO arrangement leads
to undulating chains of Ca octahedra sharing edgeswith
Si/Al : I tetrahedraparallel to the c axis (10.7 A;. Witnin
these chains the HrO molecule occurs either above or
below the CaOuunit. Chains with HrO above the octahedra alternate with chains where HrO is below the octahedra. The Al tetrahedron Tl I sharesedgeswith one
Ca octahedronwith HrO above and one with HrO below
and connectsthe chains to rings. (Si,Al) disorder is observed for those tetrahedra that link CaOuunits with the
HrO molecule positioned at the sameheight along a when
considering the l2-membered rings of edge-sharingoctahedra and tetrahedra. Thus there seemsto be a correlation between the HrO arrangement and (Si,Al) orderdisorder. Ba occupies the C site and is l2-coordinated
with an averageBa-O distanceof 3.01 A.
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TABLE3A. Atomic positional parameters and Bq values for armenitefrom Canada

B* (A')
1/q

C(Ba)

A(ca)
T11(AD
112(Si,AD
T13(Si,Ar)
r21(SD
r22(si,AD
T23(S|,AD
T24(Si,AD
r25(Si,AD
r26(SD
B',(H,O)
o31
o32
o33
o34
o35
036
o21
o22
o23
o24
o25
026
o11
o12
o13

0
0.00s2(2) 1.15(2)
0.2714(2) -0.1679(1) -0.4990(4) 1.17(4)
3/c
0
0.4977(9)
0.78(6)0.2461(4) Vt
Vt
0.6(2)0.2456(5) Vq
Vq
1.0(2)'
0.1161(4) -0.0435(3) -0.29't4(41 0.77(7)0.3879(4) 0.1237(2) 0.2113(4) 0.80(8I
0.3826(4) -0.1209(2) -0.2052(4) 0.84(8)0.1137(3) - 0.16ss(3) -0.0802(4) 0.71(6).
0.1149(3) 0.1630(3)
0.0859(4) 0.81(6r
0.6104(4) 0.0404(3)
0.7050(4) o.77(7)-0.0523(7) -0.1748(6) -0.507(1) 2.512)
-0.2678(6)
0.3134(8)
0.623(1
1.0(2)'
)
0.3131(7) -0.1779(6) - 0.288(1
0.9(2).
)
-0.0618(6)
0.1823(8)
0.413(1) o.7(2).
0.1813(8) -0.2620(6) - 0 . 3 8 1 ( 1 ) 0.e(2).
-0.1795(6)
-0.699(1)
0.1790(7)
1.1(2).
0 3257(8) -0.0570(7) -0.582(1) 1 1(2)-0.0988(8)
0
.
1
8
0
(
1
)
0 137(1)
2.1(3r
0.3588(8)
0.1337(6)
0.061(1) 1.3(2).
-0.1264(6)
-0.052(1)
0.3571(9)
1.7(210.138(1)
0.0955(8) 0.184(1
2.0(3))
0.360(1)
0.0376(8) 0.243(1
2.1(2)',
)
0.85s4(9) -0.0347(7)
0.238(1) 1.4(2',,',
0.003(1)
0.1396(4)
0.7588(8)
0.502(1)
0.9ss7(4)
0.3300(7) 1 . 3 ( 1 ) .
0.501(1)
0.3097(4)
0.5873(7) 1.2(1)-

Note: B*:81" fltl>tluuai aia4)l; o(8.): SchomakerandMarsh (1983).
' Atoms refined isotropically.

TABLE38, Anisotropicdisplacementparameters( x 1O'?)

us

U,,
Ba
Ca
HrO

u'

ur"

u2a

0
2.33(s) 1.05(4) 1.00(s) 0.07(6) 0
2.51(4) 1.01(9) 0.92(8) -0.14(e) -0.0(2) 0.0(2)
0.1(s)
0.3(6) 2.2(7)
2.4(5) 3.7(6) 3.7(6)

Note: Displacementparameters are of the lorm expf-2r2(U'.lf a'2 +
uzk u2 + usl2d2 + 2uphka'b* + 2unhla*d + 2u4kltc)1.

Wasenalp,Vallis, sample
Diferent electron difraction patterns were observedin
hexagonal-indexeda*-c* photographs of various grains.
Thesepatterns are classifiedinto three types.Type a: The
diffraction pattern showsstrong reflectionsofthe type ftOl
with /: 2n * I (Fig. aa). Diffuse streaksalong c* of the
kind observed for the R6migny sample were not observed. Type b: Figure 4b shows the diffraction pattern
that exhibits only weak reflections of the type hll wlth I
: 2n + l. Superstructurereflectionsconnectedby diffuse
streaks are observed at t/z ar'd2/t along a*. Type c: This
type differs from the other two types becausereflections
of the type ,0/ with I : 2n + 1 and diffuse streaks are
not observed, but superstructure reflections occur at t/z
along a* but not at t/t and2/t along a*. Diffuse streaksare
also missing. Correspondingstructure imagesof all types
appearhomogeneousand show only low concentrations

TABLE4. Selected interatomic distances (A) and angles (") for armenite
Ba-O212x
-O222x
-O232x
-O242x
-O252x
-0262x
T11-O332 x
-0362 x
o33-T11-036
o33-T11-036
o33-T11-O33
036-T11-036
T21-O33
-o21
-o12
-o26
o33-T21-O21
o33-T21-O't2
o33-T21-026
o21-T21-O12
o21-r21-026
o12-r21-026
r24-034
-o21
-o13
-o22
o34-r21-O21
o34-T24-O13
o34-r24-022
oz1-r24-o13
o21-T24-O22
o't3-T24-O22
r22-O11-T23
T2't-O21-T24
T25-O24-T26
T13-O31-T25
T12-034-T24

3.13
2.98
2.85
3.04
3.0s
3.05
1.75
110.4
1 0 1. 1
117.2
11 7 . 6
1.63
1.60
1.63
1.62
110.7
110.0
109.6
1 11 . 1
105.9
109.6
1.70
1.68
1.66
1.67
109.0
107.3
112.4
111.5
105.7
111.1
146.6
156.6
153.8
132.2
127.5

Ca-O(H,O)

-o32
-o33
-o35
-036
-o31
-o34
T12-0322x
-O342x
o32-r12-034
o32-r'12-032
o32-r12-034
o34-T12-034
T22-035
-o22
-o25
-o11
o35-T22-022
o35-T22-O25
o35-T22-O11
o22-T22-025
o22-T22-O11
o25-T22-O11
T25-O31
-o23
-o24
-o13
o31-T25-O23
o31-r25-O24
031-T25-O13
o23-r25-024
o23-T25-O13
o24-T25-O13
r21-O12-126
T22-O22-T24
T22-O25-T26
r12-0,32-T23
T13-O35-T22

Nofe: Estimatedstandard deviationsof distances are 0.01 A and 0.7'for angles.

2.45
2.34
2.51
2.50
2.38
2.36
2.49
1.68
1.68
112.8
113.0
101.8
11 5 . 1
1.69
1.67
1.68
1.66
110.1
11 0 . 5
108.1
104.1
11 3 . 6
11 0 . 5
1.68
1.68
1.67
1.66
11 2 . 6
108.8
10 9 . 1
101.7
110.7
114.0
151.7
14 9 . 1
150.9
134.1
126.6

2x
T13-031
-O352 x
031-T13-035
031-T13-O31
o31-T13-035
o35-T13-035
r23-032
-o23
-026
-o11
o32-T23-023
o32-T23-026
1
o32-T23-O1
o23-r23-026
o23-T23-O11
026-T23-011
T26-036
-o24
-o25
-o12
036-T26-024
036-T26-025
036-T26-012
o24-T26-c25
o24-T26-012
o25-T26-O't2
T24-O13-T25
T23-O23-T25
T23-026-T21
T11-O33-T21
T11-036-T26

1.69
1.70
114.1
112.2
1 0 1. 5
114.0
1.68
1.68
1.69
1.67
11 0 . 5
111.5
106.9
102.2
114.4
111.4
1.61
1.62
1.61
1.61
110.3
108.6
109.7
105.0
111.7
111.5
145.8
146.9
1 5 1. 4
125.6
129.4
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Fig. 3. Stereoscopicdiagram ofpartially (Si,Al)-ordered armenite in spacegoup Pnna, projected along the channel axis (a axis
in this setting).This (Si,Al) distribution is consistentwith a face-centeredlattice. HrO molecules(open spheres)above or below the
CaOuoctahedralead to symmetry reduction. Si tetrahedra are shown with a light dotted pattern, Al tetrahedra are shown with a
dark dotted pattern, and Si/Al : 1/1 tetrahedra are intermediate. Ba betweenthe l2-membered double rings is not shown.

of dislocations. No additional reflectionsare observedin
a r*-ar.* diffraction patterns.
As in the caseof the R6migny and Armen mine samples, hkl ard hkl (hexagonal-indexed)X-ray precession
photographs are in agreementwith spacegroup P6/mcc
or P62c. The hk2 photographs (Fig. 5) were also interpreted as being caused by cyclic twinning of an orthorhombic lattice about the pseudo-sixfold axis. In addition, the orthorhombic lattice has a superstructurewith
six times the repeat distance of the basis structure along
a. Reflections at a* : r/c and 2/rare streaked along a*.
Different fragments of the same twin aggregate of the
Wasenalpsample exhibit mixtures of the Canadian-Norwegian domain type and the type only observed for the
Swissarmenite sample (reflectionsaI t/t and 2/t along #).
DrscussroN
HrO arrangement
All observed superstructurereflectionsthat are incompatible with an orthorhombic face-centeredlattice are

causedby the arrangement of the HrO molecules. Even
a perfectly (Si,Al)-ordered [accordingto the Loewenstein
(1954)rulel anhydrousarmenitesamplecan be described
with a face-centeredorthorhombic lattice. Thus the observed streaking of the superstructurereflections, which
varies from crystal to crystal, indicates slight HrO disorder. This disorder might also be related to the dislocations observed in high-magnification TEM structure
images. The different type of superstructure reflections
found in some armenite samples (Vallis) probably indicates different HrO arrangements.The observation that
superstructurereflections are not present after focusing
the electron beam for high-resolution imaging emphasizesthe sensitivity of the HrO orientation and suggests
that the electron beam has sufficient energy to disorder
or expel HrO. HrO releaseis not required in order to
explain the loss of the superstructurereflections.The HrO
can move within the B site from x = -0.05 to x = 0.05
(or vice versa)and thus disturb the ordering pattern. Two
explanations can be given: (1) Within a stack parallel to
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Fig. 4. (a) Electron diffraction pattern of armenite from Wasenalp,Vallis, Switzerland. The a*-c* (hexagonal-indexed)pattern was classifiedas type a and showsstrongreflections(marked
by white arrow) of the type hll with I : 2n + I (forbidden in
spacegoup P6/ mcc).No diffusestreaksare observedwhen comparing this pattern with Figure la. (b) Electron difraction pat-

tern of armenite from Wasenalp,Vallis, Switzerland. The a*-c*
(hexagonal-indexed)pattern was classifiedas type b and shows
weak reflections of the type h)l with / : 2n + 1 (marked by
white arrow). In addition, superstnrcturereflections occur at y3
and,2/talong a* connectedby diffuse streaks.

a, each HrO changesto the oppositeB' site and Ca re(2) If HrO vacanciesexistwithmains seven-coordinated.
in one stack,the position of the HrO moleculemay change
at the vacancy from up to down. If HrO disorder occurs
in the absenceof vacancies,some Ca will be eight- and
some six-coordinated.
A similar behavior was observed for the structurally
relatedmilarite KNa,,Car(Be.,Al,)Si,rOro[nHrO],which
contains nonstoichiometric HrO. This mineral is described in space group P6/mcc but exhibits unusual biaxial sectorsin (001) sections(e.g.,Janeczek,1986;Armbruster et al., 1989). These sectorswere explained by
symmetry reduction owing to ordering of HrO molecules
that may occupy a position above or below a CaOuoctahedron. Superstructurereflections were not observed
for milarite. As already postulated for milarite (Armbrusteret al., 1989),Ca in armeniteis seven-coordinated
and exhibits distancesto the six O atoms that are approximately equal and that form a distorted octahedron
with an additional H"O molecule.

(Si,At) ordering
With the observed HrO arrangement,a hypothetical,
fully ordered armenite sample (Fig. 6) would crystallize
in acentric spacegroup Pnc2 (a = 18.7, b = 10.7, c x
13.9 A) and give different systematicextinctions comparedwith thoseofthe observedspacegroupPncn(Pnna
in standard setting).Intensities ofreflections defining the
difference between the two spacegroups were carefully
measured,and only one reflection (indices 13,2,0)was
found to have weak but significant intensity, F"o" :
l2o(F"o). A subsequenttest refinementin Pnc2 did not
converge becauseof correlation problems. Introduction
of bond-length constraints, which predef,nethe assumed
(Si,Al) distribution accordingto Loewenstein's(1954)rule,
did not lead to an improvement of the agreementfactor
compared with the Pncn refinement.Thus the X-ray diffraction experiments cannot resolve whether armenite is
only partially or fully ordered.In the authors'view and
experiencewith cordierite and feldspars,it appearsvery

Fig. 5. Strongly overexposedprecessionphotograph (hk2 layer in pseudohexagonalsetting; c = 13.9 A; of a cyclic twinned
crystal from Vallis, Switzerland. Superstructurereflectionsare observedat h and 2/talonga* (marked by white arrows) in addition
to the weak reflections seenin Fieure 2a.

Fig. 6. Stereoscopicdiagram of armenite completely (Si,Al)-ordered in space group Pnc2 (a = 18.7, b = 10.7, c = t3.9 A),
projected along the channel axis (c axis in this setting). The (Si,Al) distribution is consistent with a face-centeredlattice. HrO
molecules(open spheres)above or below the CaOuoctahedralead to symmetry reduction. Si tetrahedra shown with a light dotted
pattern, Al tetrahedra are indicated by a dark dotted pattern. Ba betweenthe l2-membered double rings is not shown.
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unusualthat within one structuresome positionsreveal
complete(Si,Al) ordering(T11, T2l,T26), whereasother
sitesshow an Si/Al ratio of l/I (T12, Tl3, T22, T23,
T24, T25). It could be argued that additional submicroscopic twinning is responsible for the observed (Si,Al)disorderedpositions. However, TEM studies(R6migny
sample)do not support this hypothesis,and single-crystal
X-ray experiments (Armen mine and R6migny samples)
show only reflectionscompatible with spacegroup Pnna.
A final decision about short-range(Si,Al) ordering in armenite must await a solid-stateMAS "Si NMR study
currently in progress.

